Конкурс за обемно-пространствена концепция и идеен проект за реконструкция и преустройство на съществуващата сграда на топлоцентралата на НДК в Център за изкуство и култура

Competition for the volume-and-spatial concept and conceptual project for reconstruction and rehabilitation of the existing building of the thermal power plant of the National Palace of Culture in the center of art and culture
Architecture vision
The architectural solution for the transformation of the thermal power plant into a center for art and culture for independent artists in Bulgaria is based on uniting the pre-existing buildings of the complex into one whole homogenous unit that fits into the city concept. The “creativity tower” provides a visual identification for the whole complex and functions as an open stage for artists, exhibits and art interventions. It offers a view of the park and Vitosha
Mountain and it can also be used for relaxation. The tower corresponds with the newly built skyscraper on Vitosha Boulevard.
Internal organization
While seeking to address functionality and economical usage of space, the internal organization provides an elegant solution, and a connection of the separate functional units, while also creating the opportunity to use them independently.
Atmosphere and design
The façade embodies the art and cultural processes characteristic for the building. It is textile-covered and sponsored by the artists. The use of textiles allows for better exposure of the art to the surrounding area and the neighborhood.
The interior design will be achieved using the recycling concept. Materials are going to be collected by donation and volunteering. Wooden elements are suggested for use, and will be constructed under the supervision of the
responsible architect.
City concept and surrounding area
The complex is directly connected to the surrounding area as part of the concept. Outside there is an alley between the building and the river, connecting the street with the main entrance and the shopping zone. South and southeast of the building there are separate areas that serve as a logical extension of the building’s functionalities. That way, a gradual transition between inside and outside space is achieved.
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